the outside of the poem: its height, eye colour, the sex to which it belongs; when it eats, sleeps, walks it is different than when we say: thought, i, consciousness? does the poem have an inside/outside? do all these words (intellect, mind, reason…) belong to the inside? is it private, the language the poet uses when configuring the inside of the poem?
is there an outside? is it private? language is a labyrinth of pathways a traffic (Pato, Charenton 50) 1 "I have never found a concept that was grasped in a word." The phrase is Jacques Derrida's (83). I take it as my starting point because I see his words as rich with possibilities for discussing Chus Pato's poetics. 2 In terms of what her poetics say as well as when they are read in the negative. One can imagine that Derrida and the poet would concur that discourse (understood as the result of an act and of enunciative conditions), that the text (understood as interwoven from remnants and non-monological registers), that writing itself, as process, network, hybridization, advance, indeterminacy of its own subject, as horde, already contains all concepts, and along with them, the world. Chus, to what extent do you consider the poetry you write to be affected by knowing that at certain points in time, you yourself will embody it with a presence, with your voice, your body, or your presence in front of an audience?
I can say right away and truthfully: there is no relationship, because again and again the act of writing determines itself. It begins and ends in itself and has no affinity with anything but itself. Having said this, the nuances involved, also true, are complex.
Over and over, for nearly twenty years now, I've read my texts in public and in private. I read in private when I prepare a public reading. I rehearse, to put it simply.
When I do, a voice emerges from the writing itself, along with bodily movements that take shape non-violently and in harmony with the text; whether seated or standing, I
move, and my voice is generally quite slow, and I breathe and listen to my breathing, I write the poem anew as I utter it and in returning myself to the moment/s of writing, I experience a kind of pleasure. I am alone with my writing and I know how I must dub the text with my voice and body.
Something quite different occurs when I read in public. For years, reading in public used to fill me with dread, and all I wanted was to get it over with as soon as possible and get out. I felt a kind of shame that is hard to explain; it had to do with the fact that I didn't feel authorized to read to (impose on) an audience what I had
